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Supervisory Process

In this paper, the objective of supervision is considered to be staff development to
enhance growth and the effectiveness of the supervisee. The supervisory relationships
are the life and growth channels and nerve centers of an organization.
Defective or unhealthy supervisory relationships inhibit the creativity and
development of an organization and at times even inhibit achieving the immediate
objectives.
Negative Way of Supervision: Authoritarian and Guilt-Provoking Approach
When an administrator or a supervisor is looking for faults of the supervisee,
instead of trying to delineate the difficulty the supervisee may be having and trying to
clarifY and help himlher , the administrator may only look at what the supervisee is doing
wrong and criticize him/her for not doing the right things. This kind of approach may
provoke either guilt or anger in the supervisee which in turn may result in ineffectiveness
and immobilization of the supervisee's resources.
It is not unusual for castrating, authoritarian administrators to focus only on the
negative aspect of their supervisees instead of reinforcing the positives. This kind of
approach is usually the result of the administrator' s own feelings of insecurity and
ineffectiveness, which may be a reflection of unresolved stresses impinging upon the
administrator.

Supervision is an interaction between two people. The supervisor is in a power
position, therefore very often helher tries to use hislher power to prove that hislher
supervisee is always wrong instead of trying to see what may be interfering in an
interaction and see hislher contribution in any difficulty in supervision. It is not unusual
for the supervisor to tell the supervisee hislher faults and sometimes even make personal
references and, in the mental health field, suggest psychotherapy and diagnose the person
in many different diagnostic ways. This kind of approach is positively destructive.
All of this does not mean the supervisor should ignore the formal requirements of
supervisee's job. The expectations from the supervisee should be very clear; the formal
structure should be clear. The point is, the supervisor should focus on the difficulties
which the supervisee is having and try to alleviate those difficulties rather than blaming
him/her for them.
Use of Memos
Written memos can serve a useful function in terms of communicating and
keeping records of decisions already reached. But to use memos to implement programs
is the most ineffective way. The nature of and frequency of memos is very revealing of
the administrative style and the nature ofproblems an agency may have. To implement a
program and to develop it creatively, there is hardly any alternative to a supervisory
process.
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Positive Wav of Supervision
The identification with an agency is

rarely done on an abstract basis. People

belong to people, therefore a truly inspiring supervisor can evoke much better
participation on the part of the staff than a whip-cracking, fault-finding, punitive,
controlling, authoritarian administrator.
The Supervisor should create an atmosphere of learning, stimulation and
excitement by his/her own example and his/her power ofideas and skills his/her power of
position. It should give the supervisee a feeling of involvement, participation, and
gratification in his work and achievement
This kind of gro1Nth-fostering supervision is veJY much like community mental
health consultation where the objective is to help the consultee achieve his or her work
objectivities by extensive exploration of the relevant issues involve, The supervisor tries
to discuss the total situation; he/she cannot order people to be effective or efficient. The
supefV1sor

to show his/her understanding of supervisee's llc:t:U" resources,

load,

sources of hislher ineffectiveness, etc. This can be done by scheduling regular weekly
supeJV1sory seSSlons, The focus is on accomplishing a task or problem solving and not
fault finding.

In the beginning sessions of supervision, the supervisor and the supervisee should
get to know one another The

supef\~sor

should clarifY the structure and functl.ons of the

total organization and where the supervisee's role fits. They should also clarify mutual

expectations during the supervisory sessions. The supervisor should try to get to know
the nature of experiences and attitudes the supervisee may have, the expectations of the
supervisee in terms of his work, institution, and the supervisor. The rules and regulations
should be make clear and the questions regarding these properly clarified.
Even though the supervisor and supervisee may make very definite statements
about mutual expectations and understanding of the agency's functioning, still it is an
ongoing process. The supervisor and the supervisee will have many occasions where
they will misunderstand each other. Their preconceived expectations of each other will
show up in spite of the initial clarification. Therefore, neither of the parties should be too
disappointed when this happens. If there is a regular supervisory process going on, the
clarifications can usually be made without too much harm done.
The supervisee is relating to the supervisors in multiple roles. Ifthe supervisor
and the supervisee are not clear about this, it can create confusion, frustration and tension
between the two. Three of supervisee's major relationships are listed below.

1.

Helshe relates to the clients to help them. Hislher relationship with the
supervISor.

2.

Helshe is administratively responsible to his/her supervisor. The
supervisor represents the agency "power" and implements the
administrative demands and rules of the agency. The supervisor
evaluates himlher, makes recommendations and grants privileges within
the agency structure. The supervisee's attitude toward authority will
manifest itself in the issues relevant to this aspect of their relationship.
The supervisor' comfort in utilizing his/her power and authority with

discretion and with appropriateness will influence their healthy working
relationship.
3.

The supervisor is a teacher, enabler and clarifier of issues. The
supervisor engages himsel£'herself in a "problem-solving" role in a
nonjudgmental and non-evaluative way so that the supervisee continues
to grow professionally. This seems to be the most important function of
a supervisory relationship. The supervisor needs to create an
atmosphere of comfort where the supervisee could engage
himsel£'herself in innovative and creative process with the supervisor.
This is the role of the supervisor to provide a true professional
leadership. If such a relationship is established, the first two aspects of
supervisory relationship are very easy to take care of

Supervisor's Attitude Toward Supervisee
The supervisor must respect the supervisee and have a genuine involvement in
problem-solving in a collaborative way. He/she should not play the game, "I know the
answer to the problem, can you guess itT'
At times the supervisee might develop some feelings because of the common
expectations that the supervisor, by the very nature ofhislher position, must have some
preconceived solutions and is withholding these only to test the supervisee. If the
supervisor continues looking at all aspects of the presented problem and shares his/her
ideas in an egalitarian way, these feelings should dissipate over a period of time.
The egalitarian problem-solving attitude should not be confused with a total
abandonment of the supervisor's other responsibilities and appropriate use of authority.

As previously state, there are at least two specific functions of a supervisor, (1)
Problem-solving: a teacher, enabler, and clarifier of issues, and (2) Implementer of the
administrative demands and rules of the agency. These functions should be clear for the
supervisor and the supervisee.
Defensive Maneuvers
The objective of a supervisory session is to discuss the work situation. When any
other subject comes up during the supervisory session, a supervisor has to evaluate these
in terms oftheir reality content and delineate for himsel£lherself whether or not it is a
defensive maneuver-defensive in the sense that there may be certain kinds of anxieties
the supervisee may be experiencing which are related to work, therefore, he/she avoids
talking about the work situation. It could be that the supervisee may have some ideas
and feeling about the supervisor's authority, or he/she may feel that he/she doesn't need
to discuss work Helshe knows enough about what helshe is doing. He/she might see the
supervisory session as an imposition on him/her. He/she may have some feelings of
inadequacy about his/her work which he/she doesn't want to reveaL No matter what the
reason is, the supervisor should pay attention so that he/she may be able to bring the
focus back to work issues.
"Bitching" as a Defensive Maneuver:
There is always some room for complaints against the organization,
administration, or other staff members. The supervisor should discriminate between a
genuine complaint, and a way of avoiding the discussion around work One way to
discriminate is to focus on understanding the specifics of the complaint, what can be done
about it, and using the same approach as usual, that is , problem-solving rather than just

complaining. Ifit is a genuine complaint, by the end of the session, the supervisor and
the supervisee should have reached some kind of a solution and a way to deal with the
complaint. If it continues, the supervisor has to raise a question in hislher mind that
perhaps the supervisee has some anxieties about hislher work He/she should pay much
less attention to "bitching" and raise questions specifically related to work he/she may
find out that there are areas of work performance where the supervisee feels anxious.
This is the opportunity for the supervisor to alleviate those anxieties and mobilize the
strengths of the worker and provide himlher with a gratifYing experience, i.e., something
constructive can be done, therefore there is no need to feel hopeless or avoid the work
problem. The supervisor should acknowledge the difficulties of the work and
demonstrate hislher helpfulness so that the supervisee' s anxieties are alleviated and
he/she does not have to be defensive.
Supervision Versus Psychotherapy
In psychotherapy the agreement between the psychotherapist and the patient is

that the therapist will help the individual in exploring and helping the patient in
alleviating his/her personal problems. The supervisory agreement is that the supervisor
would help the supervisee in his/her task performance. Our experience in doing
community mental health consultation, both at case and administrative level, amply
demonstrates that the personal references in a work situation are an interference rather
than a help. When a worker is repeatedly experiencing failure and a lack of gratification
in his/her work, he/she begins to wonder whether or not he/she is cut out for that work.
When a person is in the role of helping other people it becomes tougher; he/she begins to
wonder about hislhe ability to relate. All the anxieties he/she has about himself/herself as
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a person and his/her fears of having something wrong psychologically, begin to show up
like monsters. As in consultation, it is possible to resolve the work situation without
focusing on the personal issues. The very focus on personal issues confirms the
supervisee's feelings and anxiety that there is something wrong with him/her and that is
why he/she cannot do his/her work. Moreover, the confirmation leads to anger against
the supervisor who, the supervisee feels, believes the same way. Those of us who are
trained clinicians, especially, are apt to fall into this trap . We may confuse work
supervision with psychotherapy and lose out on the objectives of both. On the other
hand, if the supervisor can keep focusing on the task at hand and expand the supervisee' s
understanding about the task, the irrelevant, emotional, interfering involvement dissipates
itself if the work problem is solved adequately. Supervisees, themselves, may sometimes
say that it is their personality, their style, their "hang-up" and use this as a rationalization
for being ineffective in their work. The supervisor may listen to it but he/she should go
back to the understanding of the work situation. Psychotherapy and supervision don 't
ffilX.

(Bruce's example)
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Focus on Interl\fttional, Dynamic Process in the Work Context
The supervisee may experience certain feelings in relation to his/her clients which
may reflect in his/her relationship to the supervisor, or the total system dynamics may
impinge upon hislher relationship to the supervisor. The supervisor has to be cognizant
of these influences. They are much more important than the personal hang-ups of the
supervisee or the supervisor. If the supervisor is trying to playa helping role, he/she has

to understand his/her role in relation to the supervisee and the agency and all the dynamic
forces impinging upon him/her the supervisee and the institution in generaL
In a community mental health context some administrator may be trained in the
supervisory process. In most agencies, more often than not, supervision id absent or its
usefulness is limited. It is not used for dynamic program development and the
professional growth of the persons working in the institution. The insights and
experiences obtained in the context of community mental health consultation are very
relevant to the kind of supervision mentioned in this paper. The clinical model of
supervision very often focuses on the pathology of the individual and leaves out the most
important aspects of one's work functioning and the total context of relationships. This
paper purports only to focus attention on a process and by no means presents enough case
material and examples to be useful as a teaching device.
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SUPERVISEE'S EVALUATION OF SUPERVISION
RK. Janmeja Singh, Ph.D.

I.

IDENTIFICA TION
Name ofthe Supervisee: ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title:

----Name ofthe Supervisor: _____________
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ __
Agency:__________________--= Date:
Address:
Phone:- - - -

II.

T\'PE AND NATURE OF SUPERVISION (Please check as many as applicable.)
1. Administrative
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

III.

Clinical
Individual
Group
In-service Education
Training

____ Enabling _ _ Monitoring _ _
Enabling _ _ Monitoring _ _
Enabling _ _ Monitoring ~ ,_
Enabling _ _ Monitoring _ _
Enabling _ _ Monitoring
Enabling _ _ Monitoring _ _

GROUP SUPERVISION
1. How often and how long did you meet?
a.) Length: One hour
Two hours__

h.) Frequency:

2.

Once a week

Three hours

Other

Once everY two weeks
Once a month_'_ Other 

Did you find Supervision of any help?
a.) Least helpful
1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Most helpful

b.) Please describe in some detail what \vays group supervision ,vas helpful: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--------------c.) Please describe in some detail what ways group supervision was not

3. Impact of Supcnision:
a.) List any specific examples from your work where the impact (positive or negative) \'ias obvious:

b.) List any impact on your agency or delivery of services (positive or negative) as a result of this
supervision:
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4. Expectations :
a.) What did you expect to get out of these group supervisory meet ings:

b.) How were thl! group supervisory meetings diiferl!llt from your expectations:

5. Presentations:

a. )Do you think that the group practiced the Principles of Creative
Involvement?
Yes
No_ _
b.) How many tImes did you attend the meetings? _ _ __

c ) How many timl!S did you present ~'our work experience to the group during the last three
months: ___ _
d.) Did you learn from other persons' presentations? Yes__ _

6. Recomm endations:
Would ~'ou like to have these meetings:
a.) Conti.nued
b. ) Discontinue
c.) Make changes
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No_ _ _

IV. INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISION
1. How often and how long did you meet?

a.) Length: One hour __. Two hours__. Three hours
b.) Frequency:

Other

Once a week__ Once every two weeks __ Once a month__ Other__

2. What did you expect? ____ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. How was it different from your expectations? _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. Would you like to continue __, discontinue _ , or make changes --' please explain. _

5. Performance Evaluation:
a.)

b.)
c.)
d.)

Helshe tried to understand my professional strengths and needs in depth: Yes
No _ _
We jointly set up work goals and objectives: Yes _ _ No _ _
We jointly set up the criteria for evaluation: Yes _ _ No _ _
Did you fmd individual supervision of any help?
1.) Least helpful
1
2
3
4
5
6
Most helpful
2.) Please describe in some detail what ways individual supervision was helpful. _ _ _ _ __
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V. GENERAL EVALUATION
Higbest
5 6

Lowest
1 2 3
1
a. Over all evaluation.
I
1. He/she is firm and makes her/his e:\.'pectations clear to me.
2. I feel that the supervisor would protect me from undue pressures from
1
management, peers or work assignments.
3. He/she would represent my views and rights to herlhis supervisor accurately. I
1
4. He/she is a good liaison between me and the management above herlhim.
1
5. Sends appropriate information timely.
6. She/he can take a stand and be an effective advocate for my rights and
1
responsibilities.
I
7. He/she values my work
1
8. Shelhe values my ideas and opinions.
9. He/she is helpful without putting me down.
1
I
10. I feel free to present my work without fear of reprisals
1
11. I trust herlhim.
I
12. He/She trusts me.
1
13. Shelhe is fair.
1
14. He/she does not play favorites.
1
15. Shelhe is a good group facilitator.
16. He/she gets my best thinking and input in arriving at decisions that conceru
1
me or my work.
1
17. I clearly understand the limits of herlhis authority and responsibilities.
1
18. He/she does not focus on personal or personality issues.
1
19. Supervising time was effectively used.
1
20. Supervisor was useful role model.
21. Supervisor gives it a high priority.
1
1
22. Shelhe is available for non-scheduled time.
23. He/she lives up to the agreed expectations.
1
1
24. Changes are made with mutual consent.
25. Shelhe has communicated clearly hislher theoretical and technical
1
framework relevant to my supervision.
I
26. He/she is consistent and does not give double messages.
1
27. Shelhe helps me achieve organizational goals and expectations.
28. He/she represents the management views to me clearly.
1
29. Shelhe helps me in monitoring the quality and quantity of work
according to expected standards.
30. He/she has made clear to me herlhis expectations of my professional
1
conduct.
31. If a mistake is made, help is given to fmd ways to keep it form recurring. 1
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4
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3
3

4
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4
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2
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4
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6
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6

6
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32.

Please list the issues which you would like to discuss in our next

33.

In what way can the quality of supervisory relationship be ............,."..A?_ _ _ _ _ __
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